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About This Content

Patrician IV - Rise of a Dynasty brings a comprehensive package of improvements and new features to the best-selling
Patrician IV including online multiplayer and new scenarios.

Finally, you are able to operate your business in cooperative multiplayer mode with up to three friends helping out. And if you
are already master of the seas, you can now try and conquer the continent as well!

In Rise of a Dynasty, you will find new routes into the heartland and trade with cities like Berlin, Warsaw and Nijmegen. But of
course you have to grapple with the territorial rulers first and protect your wagon convoys from errant highwaymen.

Key Features:

New land trade feature - Merchandise in heartland cities and establish an extensive road network

Cooperative multiplayer mode - Manage your company alongside three of your friends via LAN or Internet

Treasure hunt - Collect parts of a treasure map in the whole Hanseatic territory to find the ultimate pirate treasure

New scenarios - Six new scenarios, demanding even for experienced players
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Become a big landowner - Buy parts of the regional territories to claim and expand your power

Loads of visual, AI and gameplay improvements - Revised nautical chart and city views, portraits for players and quest
givers, new animations for citizens and businesses
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Get a controller. While this game can be played with mouse & keyboard, it is beyond frustrating (and not in a good way) to do
so. This game needs to be played with a controller to get the most out of it.

Overall, this is a great game with solid aesthetics and game play and I highly recommend getting it if you happen to have a
controller.. Bland, un-interesting and shallow. Not worth your time.. This game is really great. It's difficulty comes from the
open world feel, which means that sometimes you'l find yourself "stuck" because you haven't checked to see if you can go
inside that pillar yet, which can be a little obnoxious, but it's a puzzle game, figure it out. I'm also a big fan of local co-op games
because lets face it, there's those in the VR, and those observing. With Eye in the Sky, the observers get to participate with
something that is as satisfying, if not more in a way, than whoever is wearing the head set.. Game has a lot of POTENTIAL but
god damn is it aggravating AF right now.

You cant carry enough stuff with you to keep up with everything breaking in ~ 40 uses bow, bat, axe etc all break and require
different things to repair...and trust me they break at the WORSE possible time.

Pretty much every house in area one has all the same stuff in the same place so getting stuff is easy...having enough "weight" to
carry it all is a different story.

Once you have a shelter "fear(ing) the Night" is gone as all you have to do is crouch and stay quite and the zombies never attack.

I recommend the game and am hoping to see it develop into it potential, but understand it has a LONG way to go to be
optimized and user friendly.. \ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f. This game is pure magic from
the moment you strap on your codpiece to the moment you blow up the moon
. This isn't bad though it took me a while to realize how to get out into space where I could get the 3d views on everything. Lots
of content though at a reasonable price.. gorgor is cool. A great little short game with a dark story. Although the gameplay is
almost non-existant the atmosphere more than makes up for it. The graphics reminded me a lot of Inside and the sound design
was incredible. In my opinion, the story is great however it can be a little too poetic and pretentious at times. That being said, I
loved that it was focused around such a dark, taboo subject and I enjoyed both playthroughs to get both endings. It has it's
downsides but it is absolutely worth the $2.. cant believe a free game can be this much fun, best to play with friend for easier
communication to execute your evil plan, LOL

must give it a try, just try a few minute and you will get stuck playing more than an hour
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Stupid game. Really really like this game! Very fun to play and enjoy the different modes. Also the few custom features for the
car is a nice touch!

It is well worth the money and can't wait for the next few updates!!

Well played dev*. This is a pretty fun top-down shooter. The visuals are nice and the controls are smooth. The weapon selection
is good and provides some good ways of dealing with certain situations. For example, the MIRV is useful for taking out enemies
on the other sides of barriers.

However, it's a little short, and the difficulty curve is all over the place. I played on Arcade (easy mode) because I'm a casual
babby. But every now and then, a really difficult level would pop up that would make me want to rage quit.

The final boss was rightfully difficult, but perhaps TOO difficult. The only way I managed to defeat it was to get it into a corner
by a fence and then spam Beam Cannon through said fence. Beating it was satisfying, but it felt cheap at the same time.

One more thing I should mention is that I had a few technical problems with this game. I'm not sure if this exclusive to nVidia
users, but I had to enter "sv_gameplayfix_nudgeoutofsolid 1" in the console to fix some major slowdown on a few levels, such
as the second tutorial level. Otherwise, the game ran fine.. Very cheap, so I bought it. I do not regret it. Very low storage and
system requirements and pretty good graphics for what it is, and I like the style and humor of the game. Very funny. It's
definitely going in a good direction. The only things I don't like are the combat system or the driving physics, though I suspect
that will be fixed in the near future. I would also love to see a multiplayer system for this game.

Overall Good job developers, keep up the good work!. For the money it is , it offers quite a little bit of tuning to the wheels ,
note that you get both the tuning pack for ETS 2 and ATS. 7\/10. Just don't go in expecting a game in any form or fashion. It is
simply a short film.. Great game with nreally imaginative there environments, lots and lots of objects to interact with and a story
that so far is quite good. It all makes up for an amazing experience that everyone should try out.

There are still a few bugs though. Had some problems with not being able to unlock doors and the sonic screwdriver thingie
getting stuck in the lock. By accident I found out that by going through a door physically and then restarting the game you can
glitch through.
Also, although the puzzles are easy and there is lots of help, it is more difficult to figure out where to go next. I have been
everywhere from the kitchen in the basement to the observatory but can no longer figure out where to go next - please include
tips on where to go next!
Also, as many others have been pointing out, movement is a bit slow!. I have this. I have played it.

it is not a game. It is a terrifying experince.

This is some sort of conglomeration of code that looks like a tile game but is so entirely artifical that every moment you spend
looking at it makes you painfuly aware that you could be doing something else. ANYTHING ELSE.

It's hard to find a reason to play this game for even a few seconds.. Better stress relief than a beer! Totally worth it!. I love this
game! I am a big fan of puzzle games such a Lumines and Tetris and this is a great addition to the puzzle game genre. The
addition of VR adds a physical challenge to this puzzle game, and makes the whole experience seem more thrilling.

The game is simple in premise, but the best puzzle games are. It has a very high skill ceiling and I love the seamless integration
of leaderboards for local or online rankings.
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